Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

I write this as a reminder for people. We are winning, especially lately when our RTR's have started manifesting more violently. This will only escalate. So long we put coal into the engine, the faster the machine will run. We are making serious impact and we have the jewtrix running.

One person asked, why in 2016, so many Jewish idols have died? I know this is not a direct result of the RTR's. However, can you say this is devoid of any spiritual and at least of a minor philosophical meaning? As in how they destroyed the statues of eternal Satan and the age of darkness began; now their own statues are falling. The only difference between the two is that Satan is Eternal and Satan or the Truth never die, and will always return. When the world knows about the enemy, do you think knowing the Truth that this will ever be possible?

Sometimes I know, things that are written are maybe hurtful, for some more, for some less, for others… reality shattering, while for others well expected. But you are not meant to live in a reality meant only to enslave you and blind you. We will never go back on the things put on us to do by Satan. Unfortunately, some Truths have to be shared in a very clean slate way. Lies will only kill more people and ruin more lives. There is no need for lying to the world’s elite in morals and spirit. Who are Spiritual Satanists. The world is not all cherries and fun out there. However, there is still much that is worth of fighting for, and don’t buy into the enemy projections. The enemy always projects the worthless, the stupid, and the instances where stupidity is breaching the limits of the limitless universe. This is purposeful to make everyone feel hopeless. Nothing 'good' is projected by the enemy, unless it has their tribe in it. This is all a consciousness game and projection control by the jews. There are wonderful things happening every day, too.

Nobody else in the world has a higher goal and end than any of us here. Even the Satanist that has the simplest goals and simplest disposition is a million times superior to any sheeple out there. Satanists have dedicated themselves to the Truth irrespectively of threats, coercion, fear of being destroyed, and many other lies and illusionary dangers put forth by the enemy. These dangers are real, and those who choose to raise their head, do so because they have the power to
carry the world on their shoulders. Others more, others less, we are carrying this place out of misery and very FAST. We must never stop.

While Trumpf is actually a plan B, he was as necessary as a cast to be used on the broken legs of jewry, in order to maintain power, and as a last attempt to misdirect people. After this idiot, by years of advancing and us pushing them, things are going to get even worse. Israel is now also being targeted around the clock for their horrendous crimes and is having serious internal issues. This shows they are losing. The "goyim" didn't want to be destroyed and assimilated in the next four years, "sorry".

Other jews are throwing their own under the bus as well, which is a classical jewish meme practiced over the centuries. That is what all the Jews do. Divide, subtract, recreate. They divide their own, they remove those who have 'failed' them, and then they try to reprogram their idiocy in new forms. It's always however the torah in the bottom line, no matter in what kind of streamlining is put ahead. As in the subliminal hoax stories of the Torah which nevertheless reflect the Jewish mind, when this throwing under the bus has begun, "Yisrael" is under serious problems. The Jews cannot act without the Torah, as this is their consciousness written on paper.

Despite of the Jewish projections on the European situation, the Jews are losing ground and have been arousing extreme public hate in Europe. You may ask then why some parties are on the low percent? But on the logical standby, because this world moves 'slowly', the uprising of the far right and many other non-xian sects that are close to our ideals are coming up. All these movements have survived blows than two decades ago would be impossible to do so. This will only escalate. The ads of white girls wearing hijabs, and videos like this one below are enough to wake up even the most idiotic people ever. People are waking up, and the cucks will be caught in the middle of a typhoon in the upcoming years.

https://web.archive.org ... v=WqUhqmaEA7
[Note: Video is marked as "private" and requires signing in to view]

The enemy is pushing, and normally, if you remember their 'glorious days' in the 90's and millennium, they did everything they 'wanted' with zero opposition, other than some crybabies or lone "truth seekers" here and there. Now not only there is serious opposition, but dangers ahead, and the dangers keep increasing. This can topple them and destroy them as well. Things are getting serious and the more we push, the more they will collapse and shrink.
The thing is, the whole planet gets to know the Truth about the enemy right now. There are some people who will never do, but these people don't matter. Like feminists and many other garbage life forms they will be caught in the middle of grand changes, and they will either have to conjoin forces with us, the Victors, or the losers of the enemy. On the other hand, YOU matter. Because you are a catalyst of change in your own personal way.

Our RTR's in the 24st, 25th, 26th did work. We managed to stop the conflict in Syria at least for a while, and this also indirectly affects immigration and many other things. A ceasefire was put forth the next day after we completed our rituals. So long it goes fine.

http://www.bbc.com/ ... ddle-east-38460127

Lastly, as about enemy shills and misdirectors, remember all of them are dependent and are recycling Torah and the jewish system. That means that by destroying their spiritual and mental foundation as we are doing with the RTR rituals, these structures will collapse almost on their own and inevitably. Let's take the paradigm of the ADL shill, Jones, who is the major "Trump-et" going around. And somehow blames Satanists, Demons and Nazis for all the worlds perils. Except of jews.

A forum member communicated this to me so the credit goes to him for finding a video.

https://web.archive.org/ ... ?v=NseEoHnt9T0
[Note: Video has been removed from youtube]

There are videos round. These have many, many points, and show how all the shills in the know just give 90% facts and 10% concealed judaism. Of course, all these shills just LOVE christianity, and use other jewish psyops in this again. Others go for 50%-50%, and charge interest. The bible itself implements the same method. The jewish racial infiltration implements the same method. This is a way a virus acts in poisoning everything- take it over from within. By mimicry or through confusion or damages into defensive barriers, viruses try to creep into the body. Bobby fischer and many other insider jews who have betrayed their supposed 'own', aren't betraying nobody. They are just joining the ranks of their enemies for confusion, misinfo, doing psyops from closer proximity, and destroying them ultimately.

FOR WHOM IS THE CIRCUMSTANCE MORE DIRE?
FOR OUR ORGANIZED EFFORT THAT STARTED A FEW DECADES AGO, GOING ON THE BLUEPRINT OF ADOLF HITLER, AND OUR FATHER SATAN, SCORING CONSISTENT VICTORIES AND HAVING DESTROYED ALL THE PROGRAMS OF THE ENEMY IN A DECADE?

OR FOR THE ENEMY WHO LOSES THEIR HUNDREDS YEARS OLD EMPIRE ON LIES IN A FEW YEARS!

We are Winning. Keep scoring MERCILESS victories. At that pace, we will be free. We need to push everything with everything we got.

Gradually, and through our determined effort, we are winning.

NOW we must fight harder than ever. In the end, we will be crowned Victorious.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

HAIL TO ALL OUR COMRADES AND SATANIC PEOPLE!!!

HAIL VICTORY!!!!
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